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On-Air Endorsements
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The radio pitch makes a comeback.

By Nitasha Tiku I Jun 1,2010
I •

Q+ Enlarge One morning in January, shortly after

calling the head of the Department of

Homeland Security "insane," Glenn Beck

shifted gears. He took the microphone and

began touting the benefits of a data-storage
Learn More O

service from a small company called vote

Carbonite. "We took so many pictures and

videos of our kids over the holidays, it's almost

like we were making a documentary of our
Deborah Feingold/Corbis

Randi Rhodes endorses lives," he said. "And you know what?" Beck - MOST POPULAR % MOST DISCUSSED
Legalzoom (online document ~ Print

preparation) and ITM Trading (rare paused for a moment as his millions of
Email

coin brokerage). listeners stood by. "We are - you are, too. You <coors roots
spoasoAI BY How to Make Six Figures

J

Q+ Enlarge don't want to lose all of those memories.

Carbonite online backup assures those

memories stay safe." How to Make Six Figures, Part 2
J
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The Carbonite mention was no coincidence. In fact, the
Ideas Are a Commodity, It's Execution

Boston-based company invests millions of dollars a year
Intelligence That Matters

to have popular radio hosts such as Beck, Randi Rhodes,

and Rush Limbaugh recommend its product to their rapt 15 Things Every Business Owner Should

and loyal audiences. Know
Courtesy CorrI pany

Steve Harvey has endorsed Glory
Foods (Southern-style food) and

On-air endorsements may seem hopelessly retro - more
How to Run a One-Person BusinessBlackPeopleMeet.corn. Bob Hope and Jack Benny than iPads and Foursquare.

RELATED ARTICLES But for a small company priced out of television and

most forms of celebrity endorsements, radio offers a good
Radio Advertising: Inside

FROM OUR PARTNERS
Scoop from a Pro opportunity to build trust, boost brand awareness -- and

drive sales. Carbonite, for example, found that visitors
SUGGESTED LINKS Find Pre-Screened Suppliers

who came to its website via radio pitches were 4o percent
Small Businesses Speak more likely to make a purchase.

Vol p

Out on Healthcare MARKET > Web Designers
> Credit Card Rocessing

Small Business Not Left Out PLACERadio programmers are almost as enthusiastic. That' s ~ Online Marketing

of Health-Care Reform > Telemarketing

because on-air advertising slumped during the recession ~ Payroll Services
Hiring, Optimism on the Rise

— according to the Radio Advertising Bureau, radio View all 100 categories»
The Upstarts Are Coming

revenue was down 18 percent in zoo9. As a result, many
Is the U.S. Entrepreneurial
Qc If Im~nc Qkcwcrl'7 stations and production companies are more open to
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Ads by A[.blcKjp ™
How to Guard Against Patent deploying their hosts as pitchmen. That credibility and

Infringement recognition come at a premium, especially if you want a Rich Dad Seattle Area
Rich Dad Education is coming to the

nationally syndicated host. Fortunately, both local radio Seattle Area. FREE financial
Inc. New sletter

programs and syndicated hosts are receptive to workshops: July 6th -8th Learn
Sales Coaching endorsement deals that target smaller markets. Packages

more

Tips on negotiating,
often include mentions on a host's website and, in some

se tting goals,le ad Get writing support now

generation, and more cases, the chance to do product demonstrations at live Professional copywriters and editors

events. who help you say what you mean, and
Email Address mean what you say... Learn more

(SIGN UP Marketers trying the tactic for the first time often opt for

a test run in a local market, in which deals can be done
Don't Buy Wrinkle Creams!

for as little as $io,ooo to $30,000 a month, usually with Until you read our reviews. Top wrinkle

a three-month commitment -- compared with at least $1 million and a six-month to creams of 2010 rated for results and
\$1

value. Try them now. Le arn more
12-month commitment for syndicated hosts. This spring, ReputationDefender, a start

up that helps customers manage their reputations online, decided to test a local radio

endorsement. The Redwood City, California -- based company partnered with Bill Buy a link here

Handel, host of the nationally syndicated Handel on the Law, but bought time only on

KFI-AM in Los Angeles.

To track the results, ReputationDefender created a unique-offer code, Web address, Try a RISK-FREE Issue

and phone number, and measured Internet traffic and search terms in the Los Angeles of Inc. Today!

region. "Right now, endorsement radio is killing our other radio ads," says chief email

marketing officer Terrence Sweeney. In fact, its cost per customer acquisition via address citv

endorsements is 30 percent to 50 percent less than the cost of acquiring customers state zkacode

through traditional radio advertising. [ SUBSCRIBJE.

But it is not a sure thing. ReputationDefender tried a similar partnership with the giPPZ~PPZig/Fig/Z~PPZig/Fig/Fig/Z<PPZ<PPZ<PPZ<PPZ<PPZ<PPZ</ii
&<air/ie8ii iur'lime'1<P8..<air/ie8ii iur'lies.. <P8..<air/<P8iiiur'lies..<PS
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personalities have differing abilities to sell," says Swami Kumaresan, Carbonite's vice

president of marketing. nYou put in as little money as possible with each program. If it ~~ B in c . Magazine

works, you turn up the crank." Q Like

Be aware that a radio endorsement requires relinquishing a certain amount of control Inc. Magazine has 11,945 fans

over your message. Some hosts want carefully scripted copy; others prefer to ad-lib.

"You'd rather have them sound authentic than constrain them," says David Friend, a

co-founder of Carbonite.
Rommel Gory S tephen Fist r i Aeon Pawet J r

To keep the copy from getting stale, Friend meets several times a year with the zo or

so personalities he works with to provide updates. That's a good idea, says Chris Balfe,

president and COO of Mercury Radio Arts, which produces Glenn Beck's radio,

television, and book projects. nGlenn's a real storyteller," Balfe says of his boss. nHe

wants to know what customers are saying about your product."

If you do land a celebrity endorser, prepare for a response. "When Glenn talks about

something," Balfe says, "the phones really light up. n A live call-in from a happy

customer can boost sales up to sevenfold, gushes Kumaresan: "It turns into this

awesome free ad.
n

Rl Buy a Reprint
• •

8 Friend Inc. magazine on Facebook
• ' • • e

R Follow Nitasha Tiku at @nitashatiku
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HP Officejet Pro Body

Up to 50% less color cost per page than laser. Now Save $50 w ith our

trade-in offer.

Custom Logo Design
Unique Designs, Copyright Ownership — $149 Only

Trend Micro
Post as ...

Free Threat Protection Tools from Trend Micro.

HP and Windows® 7
Showing 4 comments Upgrade to HP and Window s® 7, and say "good night" to IT nightmares.

HBS' Building New Businesses in Established Companies

Sort by Newest first ~ Subs cri b e by email E3 Subscribe by RSS Proven strategies.

HBS' Owner Managed Programs

Build success one decision at a tirra.
Real-time updating is enabled. (Pause)

Business IT solutions
CDW provides the advice, technology and services to help you succeed.

Guest Guy 29 minutes ago Send a Press Release.

Learn how from the experts at PR New sw ire. Receive package valued at

$2,000!
I make a point to occasionallylisten to the wackyright-wing radio to laugh and to note who is contributing

money to this garbage. I make a mental note to avoid doing business with whoever I hear being

advertised. Just recently, I went with Mozyover Carbonite, because I heard some right wing nutjob

promoting Carbonite, forexample.

Like R eply

Ken Sparkes Ye sterday11:25AM

Some times the oldies are goodies and we in radio need to be reminded that it is not all "whooshes 8

music stabs with echo and filtered voices efx's. It can be veryeffective on Talk Radio where the listener

tends to "listen" more to commercial spots, unlike some of the music stations where theyjam ten

commercials in a row and it becomes an "audio jungle" with little impact.

Ken Sparkes SydneyAus tralia

Like R eply

carl razazi 06 / 22/2010 05:21 AM

I have to admit some radio spots have become prettyengaging...
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Which Half Works 0 6 / 15/2010 05:24 PM

1 person liked this.

I write a blog called wwwendorsementradio.corn. The subject is fascinating to me. Research shows that

up to 50% of an audience will buysomething based on an endorsement. And while the other 50% are

dubious aboutendorsements, they' re still exposed to the company/Brand in a unique wayand will be

open to future product trial. I'm glad that the big magazines are taking note of this powerful tool. Interesting

that powerful brands like Home Depot, Apple, Bose, JC Penny and LegalZoom.corn use it, too.
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